Check list for moving out
Bathroom







Check the slide bar for stability
Check if the shower tray has been cleaned
Check the fittings (washbasin and shower) and the glass dashboards
for limescale
Check if the tiles on the walls and the floor have been cleaned.
Check if the toilet has been cleaned
Check if the shower curtain is existing and clean

Kitchen





Check if the fridge is clean
Check if the shelves and the boxes of the fridge are without damage
(Don’t forget the freezer)
Check if the cupboards are cleaned from the inside and the outside
Check if the utensil trays in the dashboards are clean

Oven



Check if the oven has been cleaned from the inside and the outside
Check if the baking tray and the grill tray are clean

Ceramic hob



Check if the ceramic hub is clean (look for scratches)
Be careful: if water enters the hob, there might be a short-circuit.

Kitchen sink




Check if the sink is clean
Check if there are any scratches
Check if there is the plug for the drain

Kitchen countertop



Check if the countertop is clean
Check if there are any cuttings or blisters

Bed



Check if the bedding box is clean
Check if the slatted frame has any broken slats



Check if the mattress is clean
We only take clean mattresses (without any stains). Renters are
responsible for the disposal of the mattress if it is dirty. Otherwise
we will charge you with 70 € for the disposal.

Desk




Check if the desk is clean
Check if there are any scratches, cutting in the desktop
Check if the table-leg of the desk is stable

Wardrobe




Check if the wardrobe has been cleaned from the inside and the
outside (including the mirrors)
Check if there are any scratches in the front of the wardrobe
Check if all the shelves are clean

Floor




Check if the floor is clean
If there are any scratches or damages in the floor, please document
them
Check if the bottom lath is clean

Stool and dining table




All apartments have one single grey stool (respectively bedside
table)
The lager apartments have one grey dining table
Check if the lamp is working

There have to be one FRITZ!Box and one automatic
venting system in every room.

